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Game Play Pride 
Page Paint Bride 

  
 

Are You Ready
All The Girls In LoveYou're Next Princess Brave!

== Romanized Japanese ==

PAJAMA no mune ni dakishimeta oki ni iri no BOROI ehon
nemurenai ibara hime  PEEJI wo terasu tsukiakari
sore wa tooku yo sono kuni no  tooku furui otogibanashi
ai sagasu tabi ni deta  chiisa na hime no bouken no Story

tenshi ni masaru adokenasa  kenshi ni makenu ken sabaki
shanimuni muku naru yuuki wo  kiba wo narashi hoeru ryuu no hi mo hyakuman no teki mo tomerare wa shinai

uruwashiki Face  kaze ni mau Bride  mune ni Brave  dakishimete
hitomi ni wa Flame  furikazasu Blade  kabe wo Break  tobikoete

PAPA ya MAMA ni onedari dekinai  hikaru takaramono
ROMANSU yume mite  mada mada tabi wa tsudzuku

kigatsukeba mata hiraiteru  ichiban daisuki na bamen
tabi no hate  ken wa kake  furikaeredo shiro wa haruka
soredemo tsui ni tsukitometa negai kanau KISU no arika
ai no uta kuchizusamu chiisa na hime no yuukan na Story

kuroku yuku te wo saegiru  hikari wo netamu majo no yami
kataku yuruganu omoi wa surudoku kagayaku kissaki to nari zetsubou no majo no shinzou tsuranuku

oshikise na Fate  akiramecha Slave  mune ni Brave  tashikamete
tojikaketa Gate  honno sukoshi Pray  kuraki Grave  kakenukete



oreta ken wo tsue ni tachiagaru BOROBORO no Princess
mukai kaze no naka  koutetsu no ai wo sakebu

Yeah!

yousha nai Game  isamashiku Play  dakara Pride  yuzurenai
ketsumatsu no Page kimi dake ga Paint itsuka Bride  akogarete

hon wo tojite  totte oki wo kite  DOA ake tobidasou
koisuru shoujou wo  sekai wa kitto matteru

Are You Ready?
All The Girls In Love, You're Next Princess Brave!

==English Translation==

My favorite old, worn picture book, hugged in the bosom of my pajamas
A sleepless Sleeping Beauty; Moonlight that illuminates the pages
That was a distant country from an old fairy tail
The STORY of the adventures of a small princess who left on a journey to find love

Innocence surpassing an angel's, swordplay beating a swordsman's
Not even the fire of a dragon bearing its fangs and roaring or a million enemies can stop her recklessly untainted courage

beautiful FACE, BRIDE dancing in the wind, BRAVE in the heart, embrace it
FLAME in the eyes, BLADE being wielded, BREAK the wall, leap over it

Can't ask {{ruby|Dad|King}} and {{ruby|Mom|Queen}} for the shining treasure
The journey still continues while dreaming of romance

Before I notice it's open to my favorite scene again
At the end of the journey, the sword is chipped, and though, looking back, the castle is far away
Even so the location of the dream-fulfilling kiss is finally tracked down
The valiant STORY of the small princess who sings tunes of love

The darkness of the witch that envies light blackly obstructs the goal
Firm, unwavering feelings become the sharply shining point and pierce the heart of the witch of despair

precious FATE, SLAVE if you give up, BRAVE in the heart, confirm it
GATE about to close, PRAY just a little, a dark GRAVE, run through it

Standing up using her broken sword as a cane, the worn, tattered PRINCESS
Cries out a love of steel headlong into the wind

Yeah!

ruthless GAME, valiantly PLAY, thus PRIDE can't be given up
the concluding PAGE, only you PAINT, someday BRIDE, feel admiration

Close the book, wear something nice, let's open the door and jump out
The world must be waiting for a girl in love

Are You Ready
All The Girls In LoveYou're Next Princess Brave!
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